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Leonard’s Palazzo

Throughout the past half-century this grand Palazzo has majestically resided in Long Islands fabled north shore and has acted as a
luxurious backdrop to the areas most prestigious events. Leonard's Palazzo has been called upon many a time to furnish its
location to the likes of 20th Century Fox and HBO for filming and the such. Showcasing a timeless elegance of imported Bavarian
cut original crystal chandeliers, hand painted 17th century themed Murals and sure footed Hotel style mentality toward true
doorman-ship entry. Palazzo has tastefully decorated its ballrooms and lobbies, all adorned with classic antique furnishings and
stately original paintings. Old world patios, whimsical arbors and dozens of antique seeded glass lanterns are a creation of an
existing landscape brought to life with energy and romance. The property embracingly enjoys its tree lined gardens and grand
specimen plantings of roses to grape & trumpet vine covered trellises which protectively surround its lavish "Vegas meets European
palazzo" elegance. And as each guest in this intrinsically opulent atmosphere visit, their every turn becomes a palatial photo taking
adventure. Importantly noting the culinary experience that Palazzo has available to its guests ranging in never ending choices and
ideas with an Italian meets American fusion translation. All items are house - prepared by our European trained culinary crew, and
with great accolade this new culinary team is led by the newest addition to our properties family...
Leonard's Palazzo is honored to welcome Executive Chef Anthony Russo as our new culinary director.
So, as Leonard’s Palazzo stands in her breathtaking splendor she finds herself earning the title Palazzo that stands in her own
category as a vintage masterpiece. A property that is also convenient to all major roadways , bridges and airports which makes her
the truly central location to all. We cordially invite you to revisit the tradition and history of this palatial setting as She re-embarks on
future decades of hosting the areas most lavish events. Lastly this 17th century style Palazzo has recently undergone quite an
extensive restoration throughout the past 18 months and remains a site to be revisited by even the most familiar of its guests.

Room capacity - reception: 60 - 1,200 • Room capacity - dinner w/dancing: up to 1,000 • Price range: $60 - $175
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